U-FORM�..

A Total Building System Concept

A nevv technology

U-FORM offers a completely new approach to building
construction. No load-bearing masonry... no conventional,
independent steel or concrete framing. instead,in one simple
step, U-FORM creates both the integrated formwork for a
unique poured-in-place structural concrete grid and the total
permanent walls. The building goes up quickly, a story at a
time, and the selected floor system can be readily incorporated
into the total structural design.

How it works

As soon as simple strip footings are in place, installation of
U-FORM components begins. Each U-FORM is a story-high
portion of the permanent wall... containing exterior finish,
superior insulation, sound control, interior veneer, the window
frame and accommodation for electrical conduit runs, if
desired.
Each U-FORM also contains pre-designed cores into which
reinforcing bars are placed and concrete is poured. As soon
as the concrete has set, usually overnight, the first floor slab is
installed and tied into the structural cores of the U- FORM

U-FORM lowers initial costs and accelerates the construction
cycle, saving money that would ordinarily be spent for job
overhead, interim financing, mechanical equipment, OSHA
protection, clean-up, etc. In addition, it affords earlier
occupancy of the space, giving a greater, faster return on
investment capital...
at far less risk.

Erection work proceeds quickly and easily without the need
for exterior scaffolding. The building grows one full floor at a
time in a fast, controlled, repetitive cycle. Because its high
insulation protects the fresh concrete during the curing
period, U-FORM installation work continues even during
winter weather. Since the building is closed in floor by floor,
interior trades can begin work much earlier than is possible
with conventional construction.

components to create a totally unique integrated system.

Saving energy

U-FORM structures have exceptional energy saving capability.
A typical U-FORM component has the unusually low heat
transfer coefficient (U-factor) of .033 (R=30) or better. Therefore,
U-FORM structures require significantly less energy for heating
and cooling than conventional structures. In addition to
reduced energy consumption and utility costs during the entire
life of the building , initial cost savings result from the use of
smaller, less expensive heating, air conditioning and electrical
systems. U-FORM technology is so revolutionary in scope that it

has received a federal grant from the U.S. Department of
Energy under the "EnergyRelated Inventions Program'.' to help
promote its further development. This unique technology
meets the world's critical need to conserve energy as no
conventional system can. Combined with the advantages of
lower costs and faster completion, the superiority of
U-FORM structures in energy conservation makes the system
an ideal choice for buildings of all types. It makes solar
energy feasible today.

U-FORM components are fabricated to satisfy the aesthetic
and structural requirements of each particular building using
welded steel stud framing to insure maximum rigidity. The
selected exterior facing and insulation are an integral part of
the per-engineered panel along with interior gypsum board, if
desired. Also built into each U-FORM unit are the form
enclosures which are filled with concrete after the units and
the reinforcing bars are set in place. The insulation completely
surrounds the poured concrete section creating superior

curing conditions even in winter weather. While U-FORM
components can be made in a very wide range of sizes and
contours, significant savings are obtained through the use of
story-high modular components in standard materials widths.
A wide range of aggregate and textured finishes are
available to meet architectural and aesthetic requirements.

Due to U-FORM's unique concrete curing process, design
strengths can be achieved within 24 hours, and will continue to
rise so that 3 to 4 times design strength will have been
achieved within only a few days.

As Dr. Zetlin remarked when his structural test was finished, "By
the way, the U-Form panels that were designed for your 12 story
Central Towers Apartments will support a 40-story
building." Imagine - if U-FORM had been used to build the
"Twin Towers", they might still be standing.

Fabrication

Increased Safety Factors

U-FORM'S

Erection Procedure ...
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The U-FORMS are hoisted ...

and set in place over
the reinforcing rods.

The concrete is poured ...

...a n d vibrated.

The floor system is installed...

.. and the building grows quickly,
all from the inside... in record time.

(Note-these 13'-0" wide x 8'-10" U·FORMS contain
exterior and interior veneers. insulation. spandrels,
window frames, related caulking and electrical outlets.
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